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Williamson County JP Court,
Pct. 3, Texas
Evolved to paperless business processes to
improve efficiency and save costs

Situation
Williamson County (Austin-Round Rock) is one of the nation’s fastest
growing counties. Dedicated staff was eager to transform business
processes to save time, reduce operating costs and increase the level
of service to the public and other agencies.
Odyssey made it possible to transition from paper-based processes to an
electronic office. Business processes that previously took 25-30 minutes
now take 10 minutes, saving the county approximately $650,000 in staff
costs per year. The civil division implemented e-filing, which dramatically
streamlined the filing process. E-filing provided greater citizen access and
convenience, while reducing time spent assisting parties in person. Using
the Jury application helped the county save on juror fees and efficiently
process more jury trials — six jury trials in one court setting versus two
— prior to using the application. The county continues to embrace new
processes, while serving as an inspiration and model for other counties
looking to improve processes.

Results

• Created paperless workflows that reduced
document storage requirements, saving 500
square-feet of office space
• Decreased paper usage, saving 420,000
pieces of paper per year — the equivalent of
50 full grown trees
• Implemented SessionWorks Judge Edition to
streamline courtroom processes and improve
efficiency
• Used Odyssey forms to eliminate creating
Microsoft® Word documents outside of the
case management system
• Downloaded citations electronically, saving
$18,000 in staff costs and increasing the
number of online transactions

WINNER
Results

Travis County JP Courts, Texas
Transformed business processes by integrating
five legacy systems to one, unified platform

Situation
Travis County Justice of Peace courts needed to improve their business
processes to relieve the burden on resources and infrastructure, as well as
integrate five legacy systems — four JP courts operated on a 25-year-old
system and the fifth JP court converted to software in 2009 that resulted in
operational and financial issues with the converted data. Since financials
were kept separate in QuickBooks, staff was burdened by time-consuming,
manual processes that included importing files, reviewing and correcting
data, and exchanging emails and phone calls.

• Replaced five outdated systems with a single,
integrated system that is more user-friendly
and intuitive to navigate
• Saved approximately 30-hours per week in
the JP Collections Department (Tax Office)
• Converted financial data accurately —
key to achieving success
• Reduced the number of financial transactions
by 50 percent using Odyssey Financial
Manager
• Eliminated time-consuming, manual
processes spent importing, reviewing
and correcting data from separate
Quickbooks financials
• Improved customer service
• Provided integration with the Constable’s
office, enhancing the civil process and
warrant activities

In 2012, Travis County became one of Tyler’s largest SaaS clients. A
centralized, integrated system handled daily tasks more efficiently —
collections and receipts, posting deposits and tracking payments — all
from a single system. The JP Collections Department of the Tax Office
can focus on higher priority tasks, such as following up on a defendant’s
missed payments and tracking down defendants who fail to report. The
collections department is seamlessly integrated, allowing for payment plan
tracking, receipts and disbursements, all housed within Odyssey.

odyssey

a tyler courts & justice solution

WINNER
Results

• Added an Odyssey administrator and functional
analysts to establish policies, procedures and
training to define effective methods to enhance
functionality and productivity
• Adopted a unified method of data entry and
procedures, enhancing the end user experience
and creating paperless processes
• Enabled new operational capabilities, such
as biometrics at the jail with signature pads
• Increased information sharing across agencies
• Reduced paper clutter and information
wait times

Cameron County, Texas
Integrated all critical departments to
a unified system and established a
governance committee

Situation
Cameron County knew that if all critical departments (county clerk,
district clerk, district courts, county court and jail) could work as one
team and share critical data among departments that they could increase
productivity and efficiencies. They selected Odyssey’s integrated courts and
justice solution to achieve a more unified system, resulting in increased
information sharing, reduced duplicate data entry, eliminated paper
and decreased wait times. A governance committee was established to
increase efficiency and improve the functionality of all departments. Due to
governance, the county is focused on a more efficient and effective method
of operation.

WHAT IT TAKES

TO WIN

Award winners are selected for exhibiting
leadership, innovation and excellence in using
their Tyler solution. Entries are judged on:

•
•
•
•
•

O rganizational efficiency
Organizational responsiveness
Business value
Innovation
Relevance

TEXAS FINALISTS
Cameron County

Collin County

Implemented e-filing and Odyssey®
Financial Manager to eliminate paper
and increase service to constituents

Situation

District Clerk’s Office

Situation
Before implementing Odyssey, Cameron
County faced a financial backlog due to
an inadequate billing system. The Tax
department received a high volume of paper
filings that had to be manually processed,
resulting in increased costs and the need for
more manpower and training. Error-prone
data required extra time for corrections and
slowed the workflow between attorneys, the
office and the courts. Odyssey File & Serve
and Financial Manager transformed the way
Cameron County processed high-volume
filings and managed financials. Prior to
using Odyssey solutions, the tax department
spent days processing initial stamping and
scanning of the files. Odyssey File & Serve’s
automatic file stamp and image conversion
has saved valuable time, allowing the tax
department to process, review and route
documents more efficiently.

Results

• Improved service to attorneys and
the public, providing greater access,
convenience and flexibility in doing
business with the court
• Increased staff efficiency and productivity
through automation and redirected
employees’ time to more cost-effective
tasks and duties
• Enhanced financial management and
reduced backlog, particularly in the Tax
department, resulting in improved tracking
of aged receivables, increased reporting
and reduced redundant data entry
• Reduced supply and training costs, man
power and document storage space

Improved process automation
and became paperless

Dallas County

Optimized business processes
through fully utilizing document
management

As an Odyssey client since 2006, Collin
County followed Tyler’s Maturity Model concept
to continuously improve processes and
achieve a paper-on-demand environment.
They used mandatory e-filing, an enhanced
issuance process and automated workflow
queues to eliminate millions of sheets of
paper, reallocate staff and reduce annual
costs by $100,000. The District Clerk’s
Office documented business processes and
analyzed the paper and electronic path on
every transaction, which was instrumental in
the transition to an electronic court. Utilizing
workflow queues improved the issuance of
hearing notices by reducing manual steps.
Constables can take the affidavit out of the
queue, print and issue it to a deputy and have
it served in less time than it took to drive to
the courthouse, retrieve the document, return
to the office, process and issue. eSignatures
was a crucial capability to shift to an
electronic system. Using tokens to add filemark stamps, the office seal and the clerk’s
electronic signature created completely
electronic workflow transactions.

Situation

Results

• Adopted Judge Edition throughout the
district and county civil courts to create
efficiencies, increase access to relevant
case information and enable text phrase
search in PDFs

• Reviewed 82 percent of all filings within two
hours or less of the initial filing in the county
and district clerk’s offices
• Reduced 65 percent of front counter traffic,
allowing staff members to be reallocated to
more critical roles
• Eliminated 1.5 million sheets of paper (6,400
sheets per day) per year — spread end-to-end
stretched farther than the International
Space Station
• Saved $60,000 annually from eliminated
file folders
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As the ninth most populous county in the U.S.,
Dallas County consistently sought process
improvements through leveraging Odyssey’s
complete solution — Odyssey Case Manager,
Odyssey document management system,
Enterprise Custom Reporting, SessionWorks
Judge Edition, eFileTexas and Odyssey Portal.
The county upgraded aging software versions
of Odyssey and SessionWorks Judge Edition
to its most current 2014 versions. They also
participated in an extensive partnership with
Tyler to ensure Odyssey Portal’s investment
was fully realized and able to service the
large county. The use of Odyssey’s document
management solution was the cornerstone
of successful deployments of Judge Edition,
Odyssey Portal and optimized business
processes surrounding case disposition.
Paper content was digitized for all 28 civil
courts in the district and county clerk’s office.

Results

• Used Odyssey document management
system to convert more than five
million images

•Increased the volume of PDF documents
filed by using eFileTexas
• Improved mobility and expanded
information access for attorneys and county
stakeholders via any mobile device

